This paper presents a path planning problem with velocity and curvature constraints for cooperative aerial manipulators in obstacle environments. While potential-flow-based path planning approaches can help generate smooth paths in which cooperative aerial manipulators can avoid obstacles, they do not facilitate the consideration of velocity and curvature constraints. By contrast, while such constraints can be considered in the optimization approach, the approach often requires a heavy computational load. To overcome these drawbacks, we propose a simple approach based on curvature-constrained harmonic potential flow and a streamline-changing algorithm. We also handle the initial and final velocity problem by a smooth activation function, which is crucial for the tracking performance at the initial and final position. The proposed approach can be used to generate a smooth path for cooperative robots in real time. For the validation of the approach, the simulation results obtained with the proposed algorithm were compared with those acquired with an existing approach including dynamic movement primitives(DMPs). Furthermore, we performed load-carrying experiment using custom-made aerial manipulators.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cooperative manipulation enables handling of a heavy or bulky payload beyond the limits of a robot's transportation capabilities. Researchers have demonstrated various applications of ground mobile manipulators [1] and humanrocomputationally heavy optimizationbot collaboration [2] . Recently, owing to the affordability and simple hardware structure of multirotor, cooperative aerial manipulation has become an important research topics in the field of cooperative manipulation [3] - [11] . However, aerial cooperation involves complexity associated with multiple aerial robots such as coordination, synchronization of manipulators or stability due to the payload limits. For example, while avoiding obstacles during cooperative transportation, aerial robots The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Emre Koyuncu . might lose stability because of unknown disturbances such as interaction forces generated by other aerial manipulators.
This study is aimed at resolving the aforementioned coordination and planning algorithm for cooperative aerial manipulators in obstacle environments. Toward this end, a path planning algorithm is designed for cooperative aerial manipulators so that they can avoid obstacles and satisfy velocity and curvature constraints. To reduce the interaction force for the purpose of coordination, the specific distance between aerial robots should be maintained during flight. These algorithms are the main focus of this paper.
A. CONTRIBUTION
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. First, we propose a simple and efficient framework to consider velocity and curvature constraints for cooperative aerial manipulators. Unlike existing works for the constrained optimization approach for single [12] or multiple drones [6] , VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ we develop a real-time motion generation algorithm for constrained environments without using a computationallyexpensive optimization approach. A smooth path can be generated by exploiting smooth activati function and a harmonic potential field. To the best of the authors's knowledge, there is no comparable published work on velocity and curvature constrained path planning for cooperative aerial manipulators. We also perform a thorough analysis and a simulation to validate the final velocity and the stability concerning internal forces. In comparison with the algorithm presesnted in our previous work [11] , the proposed algorithm generates a zero-speed path at the final destination by using a smooth activation function and can reduce internal forces while enabling the cooperative aerial manipulators to avoid obstacles. Second, we implement the proposed algorithm on custom-made aerial manipulators. Experimental result shows the feasibility of the proposed algorithm in enabling cooperative aerial manipulators to jointly carry a payload.
B. RELATED RESEARCH
The use of cooperative aerial manipulation dates back to early works using a towed-cable [4] . In [4] , the authors used multiple aerial robots for transportation via cables, and they considered the tension of the cables for the coordination. Recently, a system comprising a bar tethered to two heterogeneous drones was presented [5] . While cooperative aerial transportation with towed-cables [4] , [5] has been a popular and practical method, human operators are required to manually tie the desired object to the cables. This requirement may prevent the applications of the method in risky terrains. However, aerial manipulation with multi-degree-of-freedom (multi-DOF) robotic arm [13] can help lift and transport a payload on its own. To employ cooperative aerial manipulation with a multi-DOF robotic arm for effective transportation, several problems associated with multiple aerial robots, such as those related to safety and complexity should be resolved. For addressing the complexities of rigidly attached aerial robots, researchers have developed a coordination algorithm [6] - [8] . In [6] , the coordination problem was solved using optimization-based force decomposition. In [7] , a formation control method for cooperatie robots based on constrained optimization was presented for obstacle environments. The authors proposed a local motion planner for an optimal formation and a global planner based on a sampling-based planning algorithm. The formation-based method was demonstrated in two cases: a team of aerial robots flying in formation and a team of mobile manipulators collaboratively carrying an object. Despite satisfactory results, their method involves a complex nonlinear optimization approach, which requires heavy computational load. In [8] , the authors proposed a coordinated motion algorithm based solely on inverse kinematics for aerial robotic manipulators and showed satisfactory experimental results without using an actual payload. However, this algorithm [8] was verified only for an obstaclefree environment, and therefore, it is difficult to apply it to velocity-constrained aerial manipulation in obstacle environments.
To solve the path planning problem for cooperative aerial manipulators in obstacle environments, the authors of [9] , [10] , [14] applied a sampling-based planning algorithm such as a rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT). Since RRT does not depend on the explicit representation of obstacles, it is widely applied to various motion planning problems in obstacle environments [15] . In [9] , [14] , an online motion generation algorithm was developed for an obstacle environment by exploiting RRT*, which is an extended version of RRT, and dynamic movement primitives (DMPs). In [10] , the motion planning problem was formulated for an aerial platform with the dual-arm manipulator and solved with RRT* algorithms to optimize the performance of the trajectories in terms of energy and time. However, obtaining the optimal path with RRT* in offline motion requires a higher computational load. To overcome this requirement, our previous study [11] proposed motion generation with a combination of inverse kinematics and DMPs for obstacle environments. However, these studies [9] - [11] , [14] did not consider the velocity and curvature constraints.
A potential-based obstacle avoidance algorithm for cooperative manipulators was presented in [16] , [17] . The potential field method is a popular obstacle avoidance method for mobile robots [18] , drones [19] , and multiple underwater vehicles [16] . In [17] , the desired formation for cooperative aerial manipulators was realized using a distributed controller, while collision avoidance was guaranteed by using an artificial potential function (APF) method. Since the use of the conventional APF gives rise to the local minima problem and sudden changes in the desired path, a harmonic potential function (HPF)-based approach has been presented for cooperative mobile robots [20] . Although smooth trajectories were generated in obstacle environment without performing any complex optimization or using a sampling method, this approach was verified only for the formation control of multiple mobile robots. Moreover, the velocity and curvature constraints cannot be considered in the approach. For the consideration of velocity and curvature constraints, an approach based on streamline-based HPF was proposed in [21] , but the approach was designed for a single mobile robot. In addition, since those algorithms [20] , [21] were designed for a mobile robot without a rigid grasp, additional studies are required to adapt these algorithms for robots with a rigid grasp.
II. DECENTRALIZED DYNAMICS
In this section, we discuss the dynamics of cooperative aerial manipulators with a multi-DOF robotic arm. Detailed kinematic relations and equations of motion can be found in our previous work [11] . The coordinated frames I , b,i , and c,i denote the inertial frame, body frame of the multirotor, and body frame of the end-effector for the i-th aerial manipulator, respectively (see Fig. 1 ). o represents the body frame of a common payload. 
A. AERIAL MANIPULATOR AND PAYLOAD DYNAMICS
Using the position of the center of mass of the multirotor in I , we define the states of the i-th manipulator q i ∈ R 6+n (i = 1, . . . , N ) in terms of the position of the multirotor, Euler angle of the multirotor and joint angles of a robotic arm. Here, n is the number of degree of freedom (DOFs) of a robotic arm and N represents the total number of aerial manipulators.
When an aerial manipulator interacts with a payload, the wrench λ i ∈ R 6 is applied to the end-effector of the i-th aerial manipulator in c,i (See Fig. 1 ). In this case, the dynamics of the i-th the aerial manipulator can be obtained as
is the Coriolis matrix, and W i ∈ R 8 is the gravity term. τ i is the control input in the inertial frame I .
The dynamics of a payload can be defined as
whereq o ∈ R 6 is the twist of a payload. The twist is represented as a six-dimensional vector comprising the translational velocity and rotational velocity of the payload in I .
is a matrix containing the Coriolis and centripetal terms and G o ∈ R 6 is a gravity matrix. E i ∈ R 6×6 is a grasp matrix and is given by
where 0 3 is a 3 × 3 zero matrix and S(r i ) is the skewsymmetric matrix expressing the cross product from the position of o with respect to c,i .
B. COMBINED DYNAMICS
With the assumption of a rigid grasp, the effective wrench λ i applied by the i-th aerial manipulator can be calcluated using the force distribution solution [22] as
where and E † i can be obtained using the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse solution as
For simplicity, we assume that all aerial manipulators are homogeneous. Therefore, they contribute torque of equal magnitude at the center of the payload in o . In this case, we set c i = 1/N .
Since all positions and orientations of the common payload and the end-effectors coordinates can be expressed relative to a common reference frame, we can obtain the following equation between q i and q o aṡ
By substituting (4) and (5) into (1), we can express the decentralized equation of motion of the i-th aerial manipulator with the payload as
Here, the matrices are calculated as
where the following representations hold
C. ACTUATION COMMANDS
In the case of cooperative aerial manipulators as shown in Fig. 1 , the control input τ i can be converted into an the actuation command as:
consists of h i for the input force command of the i-th multirotor and τ η,i for the command to the arm. The parameter i ∈ R (6+n)×(6+n) converts τ i into f i and includes the motor mapping matrix which depends on the arm length of the multirotor, drag coefficient (k m ) and thrust coefficient (k f ) of motors . Since T i i is always invertible except when the pitch angle is a multiple of ±k π 2 , we can obtain the desired thrust for each motor and the robotic arm [23] as:
where † denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse. In this case, since the thrust of the k-th motor can be computed as h i (k) = k f (ω d k ) 2 by using the rotational velocity of the k-th rotor ω d k , we can provide the speed command for each motor as ω d k = √ h i (k)/k f . However, since a motor has a limited maximum rotational speed as where ω d max denotes the maximum rotational speed, it is important to plan the desired trajectory so that it satisfies this condition. Because of the vibrations of a multirotor, in general, the actual maximum rotor speed ω d k is much less than ω d max , and therefore the planned trajectory should require minimal changes to the motor. In addition, if the desired trajectory of cooperative drones has sharp turns, then the interaction forces can be increased. This is mainly because a sharp turn requires a higher acceleration to follow, whose value depends on the curvature of the desired trajectory.
In this study, we considered path planning by applying constraints on the motor speed and curvature constraint to reduce the interaction forces. After discussing the proposed algorithm in Section III, we present simulation (Section IV) and experimental results (Section V) obtained with the algorithm.
III. A PLANNING FRAMEWORK
In this section, we propose a path planning framework for cooperative aerial manipulators based on the decentralized dynamics in (6) . The structure of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 2 . The leader manipulator which detects obstacles and generates an avoidance trajectory for the centroid of the cooperative aerial manipulators under velocity and curvature constraints. Subsequently, the follower and leader robots calculate the trajectory of their own end-effector under velocity constraints. The desired trajectory of the end-effectors (i.e., q d e,i ∈ R 3 ) can be converted into a trajectory in joint space (i.e., q d i ∈ R 6+n ) by exploiting inverse kinematics.
A. HARMONIC POTENTIAL FUNCTION
To solve the problems of the APF including the local minima problem and generation of a sharp trajectory near obstacles, HPF-based planning has been proposed. In this subsection, we briefly explain the basic formulation of a streamlinebased HPF on the basis of the description in [24] . In a twodimensional plane, the harmonic function φ can be computed by solving Laplace's equation ∇ 2 φ = 0 with a boundary condition that governs the flow of an incompressible inviscid fluid motion at every point. The velocity potential can be defined in the complex plane C 2 as
where z = x + jy, j is the imaginary unit, and ψ(x, y) and φ(x, y) are the stream function and the velocity potential, respectively. The complex velocity is computed by differentiating the velocity potential with respect to z as
whereẋ(z) andẏ(z) are the velocity along the x and y axis, respectively.
In this study, we consider an attractive function for goal navigation and the obstacle potential function for obstacle avoidance. The obstacle potential function f cyn (z) for a circular obstacle and f sk for sinking to the goal can be defined as
where c s is the user-defined control gain and r is determined by the sizes of the obstacle and robot. Note that the principle of superposition is used to generate the flow of multiple elements.
The difference between the streamline-based HPF in (14) and the conventional APF-based obstacle avoidance technique proposed in [25] is shown in Fig. 3 . Clearly, the streamline-based HPF generates a more smooth path.
B. PLANNING UNDER VELOCITY AND CURVATURE CONSTRAINTS
Before deriving the planning algorithm, we regulate the state variables for the proposed method. Let us consider a situation where two drones try to avoid each other. For cooperative aerial manipulators in the decentralized control mode based on eq. (6), it is difficult to modify the preset height difference between the manipulators because of the constraints imposed by the rigid grasp in (4) . In addition, the goal is carefully selected by making the following assumption.
Assumption 1: The desired altitude has already been chosen to avoid an obstacle with a large horizontal extent.
Accordingly, for simplicity, we consider only the desired trajectory in the horizontal plane,
T for the ith aerial manipulator to avoids the vertical obstacles. Here, the superscript d denotes the desired value. Note that the Assumption 1 can be relaxed by using a proper height planning algorithm such as the RRT, or a using different 2dimensional plane such as [x c , z c ] T . Fig. 4 shows the detailed structure of the centroid trajectory generation and the coordination in Fig. 2 .
Given the Cartesian position of an obstacle x k = [x k , y k ] T and a target point From the obstacle potential function f cyn (z ck ) in eq. (14), we can obtain the following equation
Using the target point eq. (15), the sinking potential can be calculated as
In this method, we use the normalized sinking potential function because of the initial and final velocity condition which we will discuss later. Therefore, we can compute the navigation velocity command for the target point (U x in x direction and U y in y direction) based on eq. (17) as
Then the velocity command can be computed by the superposition rule with eq. (16) and eq. (18) aṡ
where A = Ur 2 and U = U 2 x + U 2 y is the velocity in longitudinal direction. To calculate the curvature of the desired trajectory, the acceleration a x and a y are required with respect to x d c , which can be written as 
Note that ∂x ck /∂x d c = ∂x cf /∂x d c = 1. Finally, using (20), we can compute the curvature of the trajectory as
The curvature is calculated as 1/κ, and therefore, a small κ yields paths similar to a straight line. Now, let us consider the velocity constraint. The equation (19) gives commands for navigation to the target x f , but this command cannot satisfy the velocity and curvature constraints. To resolve this problem, first, we design a velocity command for the velocity constraint:
where v max ∈ R is the maximum velocity. Since the conventional potential field approach [25] can lead to the drones to lose their direction when the path is normalized because of velocity commands that cause large velocity changes, it is difficult to apply the velocity constraints in (22) . However, the streamline-based HPF can help the drones maintain their direction after normalization (22) . This technique can guarantee that the desired trajectory will approach the target point when the velocity is below v max . Nevertheless, in this technique, the initial and final velocities are sufficiently large because of normalization, resulting in an increase in the acceleration. Accordingly, we define the activation function for the navigation function in eq. (14) as
where h g (a) = 6x 5 − 15x 4 + 10x 3 , which satisfies h(0) = 0, h(1) = 1,ḣ(0) = 0 andḣ(1) = 0. The parameter b p Algorithm 1 VCC Trajectory Generation Algorithm 1: Given :x ini c , x f 2: while x d c − x f > 0 do 3: u xy ← using eq. (19), (23) and (24); 4: x d c ← Trajectory(P x d c , x ini c ) 5: if NewObstacle(x k ) then 6: x in ← x d c ; flag ← 1; 7: while flag do 8 :
κ ← FindMax κ (T in ) 10: if κ > κ max then 11: if PlaneCheck(x in , x k , x f ) then 12 :
else 14: x to c s near the starting point, which prevents the robot from remaining at the starting point. We next discuss curvature constraints. The curvature should be maximized to reduce the internal forces of cooperative aerial manipulators, and the maximization corresponds to finding the condition κ < κ max . In Algorithm 1, we provide a pseudocode for velocity and curvature-constrained (VCC) trajectory generation based on eq. (21). Given the initial point (i.e., x ini c ) and the final point (i.e., x f ), the velocity command is computed using eqs. (19) , (23) and (24) (Line 3). Using the command, the algorithm generates the desired trajectory (i.e., x d c , Line 4). If a new obstacle is detected (Line 5) while following the desired trajectory, the algorithm saves the current location (i.e., x in ) and changes the boolean variable flag(Line 6). Subsequently, a possible trajectory (T in ) with respect to x in is calculated (Line 8). After checking the possibility of collision with an obstacle for T in , the algorithm finds the maximum value of κ for T in (Line 9). If κ > κ max , the saved current location x in is changed to satisfy the curvature constraints (Line 11-18). On the basis of x f , x k , and x in , the PlaneCheck function determines the direction of motion for avoiding obstacles (e.g., going right or left). On the basis of R I o , which denotes the rotation matrix of the relative direction between a robot and an obstacle, the waypoint x in is modified as shown in Fig. 5 (Lines 12 and 14) .
To avoid the sudden changes in the desired trajectory, a filtered trajectory was finally selected as the desired trajectory (i.e., x f c ). In the Filter function (Line 21), we used a moving average filter and a low-pass filter. In the desired trajectory, since our VCC trajectory generation algorithm reselects the waypoint to satisfy the curvature constraints κ max , sudden changes in the waypoints could occur, as shown in Fig. 5 . If the newly-selected waypoint is far away from the entry waypoint, the curvature of the desired trajectory may increase. To prevent any such increase, we perform additional path smoothing with a moving-average filter and a low-pass filter. In our algorithm, we use trajectory data during a certain discrete time step for applying the moving average filter, and subsequently, the following low-pass filter was applied
where x m c is the filtered output of the moving-average filter and α is a user-defined time constant. Note that if the time constant is too large, the desired trajectory may be severely distorted, resulting in collision with obstacles along the path. Due to such reason, we select α less than 0.5. The results of this filter are discussed in the simulation section.
C. COOPERATIVE CONTROL
Our algorithm considers the sizes of the cooperative robots and the size of obstacles to define r in eq. (16), and it generates the filtered trajectory of a centroid (i.e., x f c . By using x f c , each aerial manipulator computes its trajectory to maximize the following cost function Here i = k. To find the x d i = [x d i , y d i ] ∈ R 2 for each aerial manipulator, we use the negative gradient aṡ
where d ij is the desired distance between the grasping points of the manipulators. As evident in eqs. (26) and (27), the aerial manipulator maintains the desired distance d ij while the current centroid trajectory (i.e., (x i + x j )/2) follows the desired centroid trajectory x f c . Since x d i is the trajectory in the end-effector frame as shown in Fig 2, the trajectory should be converted to the desired trajectory in joint space (q d i ). For this, we first define the following desired trajectory of the end-effector:
where x d i and y d i are obtained from our proposed planning algorithm. In q d e,i , there exist additional terms including z d i and cos(θ o ). Here, z d i is the desired altitude, θ o is the desired attitude of the payload and cos(θ o ) is the term representing the desired attitude of the end-effector, which is essential for applying the rigid grasping method. By adjusting θ o = π 2 , we can change the direction of the end-effector. For example, if θ o = π 2 , the end-effector will face the downward direction. This adjustment is required when an aerial manipulator grasps or releases a payload. Therefore, we can set cos(θ o ) = 1 in our scenario which concentrates on transporting a payload after the manipulator grasps an object. Finally, q d e,i is converted into q d i by exploiting inverse kinematics. Details of the inverse kinematics are provided in our previous work [11] .
IV. SIMULATION
Before discussing the experimental validation of the proposed method, two simulation results are presented to show the performance of the proposed method. In both simulations, each aerial manipulator consists of a quadrotor and a 2-DOF arm. In the first simulation, we compare our proposed method with DMPs in [11] to analyze the internal stability during cooperative flight. In the second simulation, two different types of curvature constraints are considered in multiple obstacle environments.
We compare our proposed method with DMPs for a single obstacle environment with v m ax = 0.8 m/s and κ max < 2.5. Fig. 6(a) shows the 3D flight path obtained with the proposed method. The curvature of the generated path and the state tracking performance in joint space (i.e., q i and q d i ) are shown in Fig. 6(b) -(c). Fig. 7 shows the comparison results for the velocity constraint, control input, and internal forces, respectively. While the final arrival time for our method is longer than that for DMPs, our method can satisfy the velocity constraint without requiring any computationallyexpensive optimization algorithm. Besides, since the desired path obtained with our method is smoother than that derived using DMPs, the control inputs are smaller than those for DMPs. The control inputs are closely related to the maximum motor speed. The comparison of the internal force is shown in Fig. 7(c) . The red line denotes the trajectory when an aerial manipulator avoids obstacles, but another aerial manipulator wants to maintain the original desired trajectory. This is the case when the internal force during flight is maximum. The red dotted line is the trajectory obtained with DMPs. Unlike the aforementioned method, DMPs modify their desired trajectory to reduce the internal force. However, a large internal force is generated near obstacles, and this force should be reduced for internal stability. By employing our method along with an on-line path smoothing method, we can reduce the internal force near obstacles to achieve a more stable system. Fig. 8 shows the planning results in the multiple obstacle environments under velocity and curvature constraints. The velocity constraint is 0.8 m/s, and κ max < 3.5 or κ max < 2.5. In Fig. 8(a) , the magenta line denotes the centroid trajectory generated by Algorithm 1, the red dotted line is the desired trajectory for each aerial manipulator, and the blue line is the actual trajectory. Fig. 8(b) shows the actual velocity and curvature during flights. For filter, in the simulation, we used trajectory data during 0.5 seconds, and we set α = 0.5 for the low-pass filter. As evident in Fig. 8(a) , the filtered trajectory is smoothed by our proposed method.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, the experimental results are described. In the experiment, two custom-made aerial manipulators were used to carry an unknown payload.
A. HARDWARE SETUP
The multirotor used in this study is based on the DJI F550based platform, and it is equipped with 6 DJI E300 motors. For the indoor flight test, we use a motion capture system (Vicon). The Vicon measures the position information at 100 Hz and transmits it to an on-board computer of the aerial manipulator through a Crazyradio PA module. The on-board compuer was Intel NUC7i7BNH with a 3.5GHz Intel Core i7-7567U processor. Furthermore, a Pixhawk autopilot was attached to the center of the multirotor and connected to the onboard computer via universal serial bus (USB). The total mass of the aerial manipulator is 2.5 kg. We implement the trajectory-tracking controller proposed in [14] , as a trajectory tracking controller to generate the desired thrust and angular velocities. In this experiment, for simplicity, we assumed that a single-DoF robotic arm was attached to the aerial robot. Details of the experimental setup are provided in [9] .
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
On the basis of the motion-planning framework discussed in Section III, we performed a experiment with two unknown obstacles, which are shown in Fig. 9 . In the experiment, we assumed v max = 1/3 m/s and κ max = 3.5 m. The experimental data are shown in Figs. 10-11. In Fig. 10 , the black line indicates the size of an obstacle and the black dotted line is the imaginary size of an obstacle, used for calculating the desired centroid trajectory x f c . Figs. 11(a-b ) present the trajectory tracking results for a common object. The red and black lines denote the desired and the actual state, respectively. In our experiment, since the size of a hexacopter was relatively large compared with the size of the indoor flight area, a strong downwash effect was produced by the other manipulator. Therefore, the velocity of a manipulator violated the velocity constraint. However, this problem can be easily solved through the appropriate selection of the velocity constraint and by considering a safety factor. Our experiment confirmed that the proposed algorithm shows satisfactory tracking performance in the obstacle environments while satisfying the velocity and curvature constraints.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a real-time path planning and smoothing algorithm for cooperative aerial manipulators in obstacle environments; the algorithm satisfies velocity and curvature constraints. For the transportation of an object, the desired centroid trajectory was generated by using a streamline of an HPF and a smooth activation function. To consider the velocity and curvature constraints for reducing the internal force, we proposed a new trajectory generation algorithm that does not use any complex optimization approach. Subsequently, the centroid trajectory was converted to the desired trajectory in joint space by using the formation control method. On the basis of the decentralized dynamics with the aid of a controller, each aerial manipulator follows its own trajectory. We performed successful flight simulation and experiment, by using multiple aerial manipulators. A comparison of the proposed algorithm with the previous method involving DMPs showed that the former requires a smaller control input and generates a smaller internal force.
